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Brand New User Interface
FTK’s intuitive new interface design 
makes it easier for both experienced 
investigators and non-technical users to 
navigate within the software, dramatically 
reducing the learning curve. Eliminate the 
hours spent manually digging for the data 
types you’re interested in, and pinpoint 
key evidence FASTER. 

Choose between light mode and (fan 
favorite!) dark mode for the ultimate in 
UI personalization.

Reimagined Multimedia Review
Effortlessly pivot through multimedia case evidence using FTK’s new image Thumbnail View. Thumbnails can be 
grouped and filtered by attributes such as file name, date, file extension type, image size, and device make and 
model, making it incredibly easy to isolate pictures of interest, such as those taken by a particular mobile device 
within a specified time frame. Simply hover over each thumbnail to enlarge the image, then click to view the image 
properties and metadata. FTK can even reconstruct the activity leading up to and following the creation of the 
image in a mini-timeline view. 

THE NEW FTK® FORENSIC TOOLKIT: 
REINVENTING FORENSIC ANALYSIS & REVIEW
Experience FTK through a brand new interface designed to lead investigators directly to key evidence.

https://www.exterro.com/
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Artifact-Based Filter Panel
FTK offers new, intuitive ways to cull massive data sets 
to narrow the scope of your investigation. Instead of 
manually creating complex data filters, the FTK Filter 
Panel automatically categorizes the artifacts you 
typically look for first as you begin your review.

And the new Highlight Artifacts feature presents the 
most important data upfront, highlighting the anomalies 
and most relevant case evidence, such as recently 
accessed files, connected USB devices, AirDrop 
activity, dark web and CSAM web activity, downloads, 
Apple and Google Map activity, saved credit cards and 
passwords, and more!

Smart Grid
Stop spending countless hours endlessly scrolling 
through an antiquated data grid!  With FTK’s new 
Smart Grid, technical and non-technical users alike can 
easily build complex compound filters to locate key 
evidence faster.

The Smart Grid view shows you every data point that 
is POSSIBLE to filter on. To build a Smart Grid filter, 
simply click on the metadata values in one or more 
columns that you want to filter on. For example, want 
to see just the larger sized pictures? Easily isolate 
images only, with the .mpeg file extension that are over 
10GB in size with just three clicks.

Super Timeline Evidence View
FTK’s new Super Timeline View creates a visual representation of case evidence by piecing together timestamps, 
logs, actions, and other artifacts. It helps investigators understand what was happening during an incident or crime, 
often revealing patterns or trends within their evidence set.

Use Super Timeline to compare two different mobile phone devices to find overlaps in communication, movement, 
or shared contacts. Since Super Timeline is interactive, you can click on timeline dates and evidence items for a 
deeper dive into those data points, which eliminates significant time spent trying to manually run searches and 
filters to relocate the same information.

will be released later this summer!
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